Release Note: QIAcuity® Instrument Control Software

Dear valued customer,

The following changes were made in the QIAcuity Instrument Control Software Ver. 1.0.0.0.

**New features**

- Disk space monitoring
- Network and Suite connection status
- Cycling behavior adjustment to decrease time for cycling
- Update time visible on the screen
- Installer improvement (includes firmware update, compatibility check, and configuration files)
- Back up from a previous version
- Decrease time for imaging
- Service features to improve teaching and service capabilities
- Different method for plate detection to increase reliability
- Config files adjustment to increase reliability of handler movements
- Removing DNS field and Wi-Fi Tab
Bug Fixes

- Adjustment of default exposure and gain values
- Fixing issue with thermocycler not keeping temperature during cycling
- Fixing freezing issues observed during imaging
- Adjustment of z-offset in teaching sequences according to offset of sensor plate
- Fixing issues with disk space
- Fixing network issue
- Error 492 – adapting error message when disk space is limited on the Suite Software PC
- Optimizing logging to reduce required disk space
- Improving mechanical teaching for gripper in single plate instrument

Best regards,

Your QIAGEN Team